Trailer Maintenance
Intro & Company Profile

J.D.C.I. Enterprises Inc./Boatmaster Trailers is located in Fort Myers, Florida; 10 minutes from an international airport and major interstate. The 30,000 sq. ft. production shop offers a steel and aluminum welding facility as well as fabrication and painting. Specializing in corrosive resistant trailer construction, aluminum, stainless steel and composite material are heavily targeted. Military and commercial products have dominated the production of JDCI/Boatmaster since the 1980’s. Custom transport systems for special use vessels are engineered, designed, and tested for use in extraordinary environmental and unusual terrain conditions. These same units are air/sea transportable, highway capable and designed to transport the vessel to any destination. All trailers are engineered not only to accommodate the vessel, but also the prime mover and ensure the intended use is fulfilled. Major considerations for type of terrain, environmental conditions, frequency and type of use, influence trailer design to the component level. Many of the components, used on the Military and Government trailers, are interchangeable with common purchased or standard stock items from existing government inventory. CAD drawings and OPPS manuals are created for each Boatmaster Military/Commercial Trailer. Repeatability and uniformity are considered essential to maintain the ability to acquire and sustain large projects in all areas of the world
Preventive Maintenance

“The Most Important Step In Trailer Maintenance”

Most common failures can be avoided with proper preventive maintenance and routine service.
Washing Trailer
Visual Inspection
Corrosion Prevention
Protecting Electrical Connections
90 Day Inspection

A more Thorough Inspection to Accompany

Daily Inspections & (ATE) Annual Trailer Evaluation Checklist.